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Strong partners, tough trucks when reliability and efficient
cooperation clinch the deal
Hyster-Yale Group contracted Angst+Pfister to make further improvements to the driving comfort of its 8-18t forklifts by designing a cab
mounting solution that would limit cab movement and ensure as little
transfer of engine vibration as possible. The engineers and the international Research & Development Centre of Angst+Pfister were able to make
full use of their specialist expertise and very quickly produced the
required customised engineering components.

ENGINEERING

Angst+Pfister's new bearings increase the service life of forklift trucks.
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Customised series production

From design to finite
element analysis to 3D
visualization in less than
four weeks.

"For the series production we then needed a
customised version of the metal and rubber
components," continues Reinier Schuurman. However, they had to be significantly
smaller than the standard product. “So we
began by designing half-size components
that also had to exhibit the same isolation
properties,” relates Kamel Ahmed. A com-

«We designed a component with very special properties that did not
yet exist on the market.»
Kamel Ahmed, Product Application Engineer, Angst+Pfister Netherlands

